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Attention saltwater anglers, the Abyss Saltwater Rod Series is designed with you in mind! Constructed with Toray Graphite/ 
S-Glass composites, the Abyss rod series is designed for “West Coast” style surface jig and live bait anglers. Traditionally, 
rod blanks of similar applications tend to be much heavier and have a wider base diameter, which often leads to casting 
fatigue.  The Abyss Series utilizes the ideal strength-to-weight balance, yet ensuring superior lifting power.  No other rod has 
the feel and provides the optimum performance of the Abyss!
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The ever popular Abyss series has a New upgraded version in the Abyss HD. With a composite blank utilizing a blend of S-Glass and Mitsubishi 
Core Carbon Fiber for strength, sensitivity, and weight reduction. The new HD series features a Phenix exculsive “Custom Grip” non slip corded 
rubber grip in three different colors.  Double wrapped New Fuji FazLite guides, Phenix Fuji graphite reel seat, and rubber butt cap. The New Abyss 
HD will be available in three different lengths, and five different actions per model to meet all your rod preferences and techniques.
Step up to the New HD and feel the difference!
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The Axis series utilizes the latest in material and design. Built with composite blends of S-glass, T-16 carbon fiber and graphite 
materials, while incorporating a multi-helix construction design, the Axis series is perfect for any saltwater environment.
Dynamic in performance, quality, and sensitivity, but with the backbone structure to allow you to fish with total confidence. 
Keeping with our thin diameter and lightweight material, we feel the new Axis rod series is what anglers and enthusiast have 
come to expect from Phenix Rods!
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A new generation of saltwater blanks has been born. Constructed with Toray’s high strength Carbon Fibers, the Black 
Diamond uses a unique layering process and a “secret sauce” resin. This combination of aerospace technology has 
allowed us to give birth to a new age in blank technology. The Black Diamond series has a thinner diameter and         
a lower weight, allowing it to be the lightest rod in its class. Keeping true to the Phenix Rod brand the Black Diamond 
series holds true to the premium quality design and components.
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The Phenix Hybrid is the world’s first fully woven Carbon Fiber blank. The blank is a unique blend of high strength woven Carbon Fiber 
and Kevlar. This innovative combination of materials is the latest technology from the aerospace and automotive industry. After years 
of R&D, Phenix has finally successfully applied this technology into fishing rod blank applications. Engineered to the concept of being 
lightweight yet unbelievably strong, the Phenix Hybrid delivers an action that is far superior to any traditional glass or graphite blank.
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The all-new Black Diamond East Coast series utilizes the same blank construction as our popular Black Diamond series that 
has taken the west coast saltwater fishing world by storm. We start with Toray T-40 NanoTube carbon fiber scrim layered in a 
unique process with Phenix proprietary Nanolite Resins. This employment of aerospace technology has allowed us to give birth 
to a new age in blank technology never seen before in the fishing industry. The Black Diamond East Coast series has a thinner 
diameter blank giving you the lightest rod in its class. Keeping true to the Phenix Rod branding, the East Coast series holds 
firm to premium quality design, strength, and components. Featuring a high density shaped EVA grip, Phenix proprietary Essex 
T-Ring premium carbide guides with FrameLok technology. No matter the pelagic species you seek, the Black Diamond East 
Coast series has you covered.
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Built with our most popular Black Diamond Blanks, the Inshore Series is specifically designed for the inshore enthusiast. With a 
unique Cork/EVA or X-tube handle paired with a Fuji TCS or TDPS trigger reel seat, the Inshore Series is extremely well balanced 
and versatile for finesse fishing the breakwall or tight along the kelp line.
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Never before has a manufacturer offered a series of high end rods for the most ardent female anglers around the world 
until the New Phenix Pandora series. Phenix utilized the same technologies used in our world renowned Phenix Black 
Diamond and Axis series of pelagic rods. But that’s where the similarities end. The New Pandora series features a custom 
Phenix designed handle blending EVA and Phenix proprietary Sure-Grip® non slip handle system. Custom Phenix Reel 
Seats and Pink anodized Essex TRing Premium Carbide Guides with FrameLoc® technology. The new Pandora series 
brings an incredibly light yet extremely strong series of salt water rods with seven models to choose from, six conventional 
and two spinning. Don’t let the beauty of the Pandora series fool you; it’s the stuff legends are made of.
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If it is fishing stubborn calico bass in the thickest of kelp or pulling on mid-summer pelagic, M1 Inshore Series gives you the ideal 
balance and power to handle any variety of challenges. Actions vary from fast to extra fast. All rods feature an extended fore grip 
handle, which is a much desired addition for any experienced inshore angler.
If you are looking for a saltwater fishing rods for every occasion, from fishing off of the beach to offshore fishing, and everything in 
between, the M1 Inshore has you covered.
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The RTS series, meaning “Reds, Trout, and Snook”, has been in the design and test field for over 2 years and promises to 
be the lightest most sensitive inshore rod on the market. It offers 5 casting and 5 spinning models to fit your needs. Whether 
you’re fishing the flats for trout and snook or pulling the big Reds from the mangroves, the RTS has the power to deliver.
The Phenix RTS Series is designed by Gulf Coast fishermen and guides. It features a super light Toray T-40 ton Carbon Fi-
ber blank using Phenix’s own Nanolite resins. The RTS series utilizes the New Phenix Essex TRing premium carbide guides 
with Ring Lock to FrameLok™ Technology. Premium high-density EVA and cork blend grips, with a carbon reel seat.
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The Slow Pitch and Long Fall Jigging techniques made popular in Japan by Norihiro Sato are fastly evolving across the world and 
here in the United States. Phenix is leading the way with its newly designed Zero Gravity Titan series of Slow Pitch and Long Fall jig-
ging rods. Featuring Toray T40 carbon fiber Multi Helix scrim and Phenix Rods proprietary Nanlite Resins blank has enabled Phenix 
to create an incredibly strong series. The rods featured Fuji K series SiC guides acid wrapped to alleviate torque when fishing big fish 
from the depths of the sea. The custom EVA grip and Fuji reel seat offers comfort for all day fishing. The Zero Gravity technology cre-
ates a balance never seen in the industry until the new TJX series Titans meaning zero fatigue. With two models to choose from, the 
TJX Slow Pitch Jigging rods and the TJX-L Long Fall Jigging rods, we’re sure to have exactly the model jigging rod the most meticu-
lous anglers around the world are looking for.
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The Megalodon in its design lays in dynamic engineering, quality of craftsmanship, and only the best in composite material. 
 Crafted with T12 and T40 technology, it provides the unique strength and lifting power to handle the strongest of tuna’s, amberjack’s, 
GT’s, and other brutes of the abyss. The Megalodon popping and jigging series – face the challenges head on, while taming the beast!
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Built from Toray’s multi-composite materials, and blended together with “secret sauce resin”, this creates an incredibly strong 
rod with exceptional casting quality. Placed in an extraordinary testing period, the Titan Popping series has proven its durabil-
ity and outstanding strength, while maintaining its sleek Phenix design. Titan Popping rods are designed as 2-piece models, 
butt joined above the foregrip, which makes it optimal for traveling. If it is breaking tuna or crashing GT’s, the Titan Popping 
rods provide the confidence needed to catch your game.
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Designed to emulate our successful Black Diamond series, it reaches the challenges that are demanded from surf casters. 
Ultra-sensitive, lightweight, yet it ensures the highest in superior performance.
Manufactured with 30 & 40 Ton composite material, it incorporates Fuji K guides, Fuji expandable reel seat, and custom 
handcrafted EVA handles. Whether you’re fishing the elusive red drum, finicky corvina, or the stubborn large striped bass, the 
Black Diamond Surf series has a rod for you.
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With only the best in mind and utilizing our own blend of composite material from the world-leading manufacturer of elite carbon 
fiber material, Toray, the k2 blanks were born. Utilizing innovative rod blank technology, Tory’s T-46 ton composite is the core of what 
sets us apart from everyone else. Our unique layering process combined with detailed construction results in a rod blank that has 
exceptional balance and sensitivity. Reinforced to increase strength for better backbone performance, while not adding considerable 
weight or bulk diameter, the k2 rod is another exceptional addition to our ever-growing Phenix brand.
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The newly revamped M1 bass rods feature an upgraded blank utilizing 36Ton Toray Carbon Fiber With a K-Woven scrim, with Phenix 
Proprietary Nanolite resins to make it lighter, stronger, and more sensitive then ever before! The New M1 Bass Rods feature a vortex 
solid one piece blank for increased sensitivity. The M1 utilizes a custom carbon fiber reel seat, Essex SiC guides, clip style hook keeper 
and a AAA grade Portuguese cork grip. With the Newly redesigned M1 the bass don’t stand a chance!
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The Phenix Ultra MBX has been a staple of the Phenix bass series of rods for more than four decades now. Reflecting on the Phenix motto “Cus-
tom Quality Rods”, the newly redesigned Ultra MBX will not disappoint. The Ultra MBX starts with the industry leading Toray T40 Carbon Fiber 
scrim combined with Phenix proprietary Nanolite resins. Creating a super strong, yet light and balance blank. The new Ultra MBX features top of 
line, semi-micro, Fuji MNSG SiC guides. The full grip handle features a combination of Cork and EVA with rare burl wood accents and Phenix pro-
prietary carbon fiber custom reel seat. This all combines to bring the most meticulous angler a balanced, sensitive, and light weight rod that will be 
sure to turn heads and fish.
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The Ultra Swimbait Classic Rod is the flagship of the Phenix big bait rods. And the leader in the Swimbait quest for your dream catch of 
a lifetime. The Ultra Swimbait Classic is built on the world renown Phenix Hybrid Technology Blank. Offering a superbly light, fast, sen-
sitive and balanced rod. It features a blended full grip handle of premium AA Cork and EVA. A Fuji ECS reel seat for comfort in casting 
baits up to 8oz all day long. Featuring Premium Fuji alconite guides, and an exotic custom Burl Wood butt grip making it the most attrac-
tive “Custom Quality” Swimbait Rod the industry has ever seen.
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The Phenix Ultra Swimbait Rod has been a staple in the big bait quest for giant bass for well over a decade now. Built on the same tech-
nology of our ever popular Black Diamond salt water series of rods. Utilizing a super strong, yet light and balanced 40Ton Toray Carbon 
Fiber Blank, Fuji Alconite premium guides, Grade AA cork grips and a comfortable Fuji ECS real seat, you will be able to enjoy a full day 
of slinging your favorite big bait in your quest for the trophy bass of a lifetime, with little fatigue. Begin your journey with the Ultra Swim-
bait Rod.
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The Feather series is the newest in the Phenix bass series of rods. The new Feather series promises to be one of the lightest, most sensitive rods 
the fishing industry has ever seen. The unique taper of the Feather series blank is designed using a cross weave of 36 and 40 ton carbon fiber with 
Phenix Rods proprietary Nanolite resins. This visual taper puts the balance of the new Feather rod in the palm of your hand. The Feather series 
features our new Essex T-Ring Premium Carbide guides with FrameLoc technology. Phenix’s own custom designed carbon fiber reel seats with 
EVA handles and carbon fiber ring accents.
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The blank design and minimalist build on new Feather rods will amaze every bass angler with the sensitivity, durability, and 
quality of this new technology never before seen in the fishing industry. Stop by your local retailer and pick up a new Feather 
series rod and you will know immediately how the name was derived!
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The Super Flipper features our Ultra High Modulus M40J Graphite blank paired with premium Fuji Alconite guides. 
The new 1-piece design provides a stout handle sought after by traditional flipping enthusiasts. 
The overall balance of the rod is furthermore perfected with a split grip design.
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The Super Flipper features our Ultra High Modulus M40J Graphite blank paired with premium Fuji Alconite guides. 
The new 1-piece design provides a stout handle sought after by traditional flipping enthusiasts. 
The overall balance of the rod is furthermore perfected with a split grip design.

The Newly redesigned Phenix Maxim Series bass rods utilizes an upgraded 30ton Multi-Axis Carbon Fiber scrim. We’ve added a K-Woven outer 
scrim to the new Maxim allowing Phenix to build an extremely light and sensitive rod. The Maxim features a Phenix exclusive custom split style one 
piece reel seat. Camo colored high density EVA grips, Essex proprietary SiC guides, and clip style hook keeper. When Phenix says it has created a 
value series of bass rods, it means we’ve created the Absolute Best value for our customers.
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The Recon Elite Series is constructed with Toray’s state-of -the-art T-36 ton carbon fiber woven material and is bound with Phenix Rods own 
proprietary Nanolite Resins. The Recon Elite features NEW Essex T-Ring premium carbide guides with FrameLok™ technology and is coupled 
with premium high density EVA grips and carbon reel seats. With a uniformly balanced lightweight blank, any one of the 17 models will deliver 
the sensitivity and strength demanding tournament anglers need at a price that is very affordable. Check out the NEW Recon Elite at your local 
tackle shop today so you can see what Premium Technology feels like.
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Phenix’s XG series has a long history of being an industry leading crankbait rod. Our XG features the traditional execution of 
S-Glass to insure the optimum presentation of the crankbait.
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Phenix’s Composite X has a long history of being an industry leading crankbait rod. Our new Composite X features 
the traditional execution of S-Glass to insure the optimum presentation of the crankbait while delivering a solid 
feedback of a graphite backbone.
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The Phenix Cicada Salmon and Steelhead series is everything you could ever want in a Rod for chasing these silver ghosts. The new Cicada 
features a 30 ton Toray Carbon Fiber Blank using Phenix proprietary Nanolite resins. It features the New Fuji FazLite guides, custom reel seat.
AAA grade Portuguese cork fore grip with a custom shaped Carbon Fiber solid rear grip that is more ergonomic and is counter balanced to 
reduce fatigue in the angler. The New Cicada promotes the lightest, strongest and most sensitive salmon rod the market has ever seen! With 
great looks and features, offered in both Spinning and Conventional models.
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Designed by anglers, the trifecta rods have met the needs for your everyday salmon and steelhead fishing challenges. Manufactured 
with 40-ton composite and carbon fiber materials, the Trifecta Pro Series rods provide a fishing rod that is very sensitive, yet durable and 
strong.  Features include Essex reel seat, premium Essex SiC guides, and custom cork handles. Clearly, when fishing for steelhead and 
salmon, you need a rod that has the ideal action and is able to detect the slightest bite. Once the action starts, you want assurance the 
rod will allow you to fight your fish, without fear of losing your catch.
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The Trifecta Lite series promises to be one of the lightest, most sensitive rods the fishing industry has ever seen. We used the same 
unique technology that has made the new Phenix Feather series Bass Rods so popular and unique. Utilizing the same tapered blank, 
this series is designed using a cross weave of 36 and 40 ton carbon fiber with Phenix Rods proprietary Nanolite resins. This visual taper 
puts the balance of the new Trifecta Lite rod in the palm of your hand. The Trifecta Lite series features our new Essex T-Ring Premium 
Carbide guides with FrameLok technology.  Phenix’s own custom designed carbon fiber reel seats with EVA butt caps and carbon fiber 
ring accents. The blank design, and minimalist build on new Trifecta Lite rods will amaze every angler with the sensitivity, durability, and 
quality of this new technology never before seen in the fishing industry. Whether your casting the surf for Stripers and Perch, or swinging 
for river Steelhead and Salmon, the versatility and power in such a light and balanced rod of the new Trifecta Lite series will amaze you. 
Stop by your local retailer and pick up a new Trifecta Lite series rod and you will know immediately how the name derived!
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The Iron Feather is the flagship of Phenix’s ultra-light weight lineup. The blank of the Iron Feather is a blend of the most sophisticated 
carbon fiber and graphite technology available today. Implemented carefully, we have created a high performance instrument that 
delivers an action that is exceptionally unique. The Iron Feather hosts an extremely fast action that allows for a seamless transition 
from a soft and sensitive tip to a solid and powerful backbone. Paired with a full set of Fuji Titanium Silicon Carbide guides, the Iron 
Feather is yet another masterpiece to add to your collection. With this beautiful balance of all the finest components, the Iron Feather 
is able to offer versatility unknown to any other ultra-light rod on the market today. The Iron Feather is simply the ultimate weapon of 
choice for extreme ultra-light enthusiasts that demand the best.
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Rare in its own kind, the Elixir series of trout rods is composed of our Ultra graphite and designed for the most demanding Ultralight angler. 
Inspired by traditional high quality fly rods, the Elixir reserves deliver superb performance when targeting hard fighting trout and the utmost 
sensitivity that insurers you never miss a beat.
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The Dragon Fly, is sure to wow the most demanding Ultralight and trout angler, utilizing Phenix’s proprietary state of the art Net V 
Advanced Carbon Fiber construction and state of the art resin. We have designed a rod that is extremely lightweight, sensitive, and 
durable. In typical Phenix fashion, we built the Dragon Fly utilizing premier uplocking hoods, and beautiful blend of cork and burl wood 
grips, utmost in versatility for the extreme finesse angler. Whether you are throwing Rooster Tails, Road Runners, Cast Masters or Mini 
Jigs this rod will hold its own; with long one-piece models, you will be able to put your bait out there where others can only dream.
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The Mirage is composed of an advanced Carbon Fiber we called Net V. Traditional glass blanks tend to be heavy, thicker in diameter 
and lacks backbone. The Net V gives the Mirage a very soft and forgiving action while maintaining a solid backbone. The thin diameter 
of the Net V blank permits the Mirage to be extremely light and balanced. The Mirage series features a 2 piece option that breaks from 
just above the handle. This allows for compact storage and travel while ensuring the performance of a one piece rod.
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Never to be satisfied with second best, Phenix has worked long and hard to bring you the new “Redeye” series of freshwater 
travel rods. Other than high dollar fly rods, never before has a multi piece travel rod been brought to market that is capable 
of bending uniformly, with the action and power of a one piece blank. Phenix has designed the Redeye series to alleviate the 
issues of most travel rods on the market that have flat spots in the bend or power changes and action changes from piece 
to piece. There are currently three models in the Redeye series in lengths of 7’, 7’6’, and 8’. All rods in the Redeye saltwater 
series feature 40-ton graphite construction, SiC Guides, Alps aluminum reel seats, and attractive black with grey ring EVA 
grips. Each rod comes with a beautiful, felt lined hard case to protect your investment while traveling abroad.
 Next time your fishing adventures take you to your Dream Destination, “Don’t be late, Catch the REDEYE”.
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